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The Tape: 
A Marvel Heroic Roleplaying Mini-Event 

Based on Hawkeye #4-5 by Matt Fraction and Javier Pulido 
Writing and Design by Ryan T. Goodman 

Editing and Formatting by Ryan T. Goodman 
 
 
 Okay, this looks bad. Someone has stolen a tape. (Yes, S.H.I.E.L.D. still 
uses VHS tapes, apparently.) And this isn’t just any run-of-the-mill outdated 
recording medium. It shows something that could bring down the Avengers, 
S.H.I.E.L.D., and maybe the U.S. government. And now the President wants 
S.H.I.E.L.D. to get it back. Obviously. 
 
 This short, two-act Event is designed to be played over the course of one or 
two MARVEL HEROIC ROLEPLAYING game sessions. It’s based on Matt Fraction 
and Javier Pulido’s HAWKEYE #4-5, and works best with just a few street-level or 
lower-powered heroes. (See below for examples.) You can feel free to modify it to 
fit your group, including adding in more super-powered villains to make it more 
challenging for higher-powered heroes. 
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PREPARING FOR THE EVENT 
You need to do a little preparation for the Event, I guess. Read over everything, 
and figure out what’s most important (i.e. the “Information about the Tape” 
section below, and all these SCENES that are coming up.) After that, have your 
players choose heroes. The following heroes are that might work best, but you can 
allow any you feel like allowing. I mean, come on guy, you’re the Watcher.  
 
AGENT COULSON* 
BLACK WIDOW   
CAPTAIN AMERICA  
CLINT BARTON/HAWKEYE 
DAREDEVIL  

IRON FIST  
FALCON  
LUKE CAGE  
NICK FURY 
PUNISHER  

SPIDER-MAN  
SPIDER-WOMAN 
WOLVERINE 
 
*Featured on Plot Points Blog  

 
 You might even decide this seems like a job for the YOUNG AVENGERS or the 
PET AVENGERS*! Hey, go crazy! It’s your collaborative storytelling game! 
 Next, figure out which of the player characters is featured on the 
mysterious tape that is the center of this Event. It can be any single hero, or a 
group. At least some of the players should be left in the dark about the contents of 
the tape, and only find out if they discover it and watch it, or if their comrades 
who are involved in the whole situation let them in on the big secret. 
 Once that’s all done, have players take a look over the Event Milestones 
below, to see if any of them are interested. It’s only a milestone-driven, narrative 
RPG experience, after all. 
 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE TAPE 
 Players who are involved in the tape know that OPERATION: EUCRITTA 
was a S.H.I.E.L.D. cover-up of a recent Navy SEALS assassination of DU KE 
FENG, the most wanted criminal terrorist in the world. The SEALS did their job, 
and media reported it as such. But when the names of the SEALS and their 
families were in danger of being leaked by a mole within S.H.I.E.L.D., the 
government tasked the organization (and a few of its superhero allies) with 
creating a series of fake tapes of the assassination. One features one (or more) of 
your characters, one features Captain America, and one features Wolverine. 
Director Hill ordered that the three tapes be leaked to the three prime suspects. 
So far, however, no one (except the mole) knows which tape was taken. 
S.H.I.E.L.D. needs your characters’ help to keep this whole thing very hush-hush, 
but to recover the tape, thus saving face AND determining who the mole within 
S.H.I.E.L.D. is. 
 Players who are NOT involved in the tape will find out from Captain 
America and Director Hill that the tape that has gone missing contains highly 
classified footage that could bring down the Avengers, S.H.I.E.L.D., and possibly 
the U.S. government itself. So they should probably help get it back. And under 
no circumstances should they watch it or attempt to figure out what is on it and 
how it got into the wrong hands 
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MILESTONES 
This mini-Event includes the following milestones.  
 
[REDACTED]! 
1 XP when you make references to top secret classified information, or what could 
happen should it fall into the wrong hands. 
3 XP when you suffer or cause allies to suffer in order to protect or acquire 
classified information. 
10 XP when you finally reveal top secret information, or return/destroy the 
evidence before anyone finds out. 
 
IT’S A MATTER OF NATIONAL SECURITY 
1 XP when you remind people of your national security position or 
responsibilities. 
3 XP when acting in the interest of national security puts your allies at risk. 
10 XP when you find and return/destroy classified information to protect 
national interests, or when you fail and bring all kinds of bad stuff down on 
important people. 
 
OUT OF THE LOOP 
1 XP when you ask a question about something top secret and can’t get an 
answer. 
3 XP when you act against an ally’s wishes (and S.H.I.E.L.D.’s!) and try to find 
out something top secret. 
10 XP when you finally discover the top secret information you’ve been looking 
for, or give up and let your friends keep their secrets. 
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UNLOCKABLES 
Players who earn XP from MILESTONES during this event can spend it on the 
following EVENT UNLOCKABLES. 
 
[5 XP/10XP] S.H.I.E.L.D. BACKUP 
Players who have worked with S.H.I.E.L.D. in the past (like being on the Tape) 
can spend XP to unlock some assistance during the course of the mission. 
 5 XP: If you spend 5 XP, you can either create a permanent MAN ON THE 
INSIDE D8 asset to be used during the investigation, or can summon a 
S.H.I.E.L.D. AGENT SQUAD (CW 89) to assist in a fight. 
 10 XP: A S.H.I.E.L.D. agent will come to your assistance at some point 
during the Event, extracting you from danger or otherwise helping you out. You 
may end an Action Scene immediately (as if you were the Watcher spending 2D12 
from the doom pool) and describe how S.H.I.E.L.D. got you (and/or your allies) 
out of trouble. 
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ACT ONE – THE INVESTIGATION 
 
The first Act of this Event has our hero or heroes finding out about the lost tape, 
discovering its location, and making their way there. 
 
DOOM POOL 
The doom pool begins at 2D6 for this Act.  
 
 
TRANSITION: S.H.I.E.L.D. Briefing 
The heroes are enjoying a nice day off, maybe at a barbecue, when the shadow of 
the S.H.I.E.L.D. HELICARRIER darkens the skies and highly-trained agents 
rappel down to bring them aboard. You can have this happen to all of the players, 
or only a few of them. If the latter is the case, add a TRANSITION SCENE after this 
one in which those heroes who are trying to track down the tape tell their allies 
that they have to leave for a while, not to follow them (of course), and that they’ll 
be back (or not). 
 
Once aboard the Helicarrier, S.H.I.E.L.D. ESCORTS lead heroes to a briefing 
room, which contains Director MARIA HILL and, if he is not one of the player 
heroes, CAPTAIN AMERICA. Hill informs the players that the recorded video 
evidence of OPERATION: EUCRITTA has been stolen. They can’t identify the mole 
yet, but they know the tape is in the wrong hands. Someone needs to get it back, 
and fast. You can tell players, those who were part of the operation and those who 
are out of the loop, what they should know (see INFORMATION ABOUT THE TAPE, 
above). 
 
At this point, players should try to figure out the best way to get the tape back. 
Hill says that S.H.I.E.L.D. cannot interfere, but they may be able to covertly assist 
them if the heroes figure out specifics of where the tape is. 

 

DOOM POOL 2D6 
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TRANSITION: Tracking the Tape 
The heroes know that the tape has been stolen and leaked to certain criminal 
enterprises by a S.H.I.E.L.D. mole. But where it has ended up is something they’ll 
have to find out on their own. Their SPECIALTIES can come into play here. 
 
COVERT: Using contacts in S.H.I.E.L.D. or in other secretive organizations, the 
hero finds out that the tape has been seen changing hands on the West Coast, 
then boarding a plane for Southeast Asia. Rumors of an auction abound in certain 
circles. 
CRIME: Word has gotten around to criminal circles that something BIG is about 
to go on sale. Anyone with a nine-figure bank account or an AmEx Black card and 
sufficient nefarious schemes is heading to Madripoor. 
MENACE: Knocking a few heads and otherwise persuading certain members of 
the underground reveals that some mole has been selling stuff to crime bosses, 
and the next big sale is going down somewhere overseas in the next three days. 
Reps from all over the criminal underworld are heading that way. 
TECH: Investigation online reveals an increase in flights suddenly booking for 
Madripoor, increased sales of VCRs, and a lot of other more disturbing things. 
Because, hey, it’s the internet after all. 

 
 Piecing together the information, the heroes can figure out that the tape is 
going up for auction in MADRIPOOR in three days’ time. They have to figure out a 
way to get there (another good use of various SPECIALTIES), and then find their 
way around. 
 If the players ask S.H.I.E.L.D. how they are supposed to recover the tape in 
this situation, MARIA HILL suggests buying it back is probably the safest way. The 
organization has a big budget, and they’ve got an AMEX BLACK credit card with 
no spending limit that they are willing to let a semi-responsible hero take with 
them. Otherwise, the heroes might pay for it with their own money (Yeah right, 
who are they, Tony Stark?), or that they’ll just beat up everyone there and take it 
back the good old fashioned way. 
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ACTION: Jumped! 
Basically as soon as the first heroes arrive in MADRIPOOR, it becomes obvious 
that there are people waiting for them. And not the happy kind with signs with 
names written on ‘em. The kind with weapons. 
 
The people of the city are used to brawls, and won’t help or even really pay 
attention unless something notably superhuman happens. (Explosions for 
example.) The CROWDED STREETS and BRIGHT LIGHTS can be a distraction, and 
your heroes are probably suffering from SERIOUS JETLAG. The MADRIPOOR 
THUGS carry out their mugging business as usual. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Madripoor Thugs 
A mob of thugs. From Madripoor. 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
TEAM 5D6  DANGEROUS 
   GREEDY 
   LOCALS 
Mob Traits 
GRAB D8  SWARM D8 
SFX: Area Attack. Target multiple opponents. For every additional target, add a D6 and keep +1 
effect die. 
Limit: Mob Cohesion. Defeat TEAM dice (with D8 stress) to reduce mob. 

 
Specialties 
CRIME EXPERT D8 
 
The thugs are really only interested in money, credit cards, or equipment the 
heroes might be carrying. If they inflict D8 or greater Physical stress or a D10 or 
greater Complication on a Hero, you can spend a d10 or higher from the doom 
pool to have the THUGS steal something important from the heroes. (Hint: They 
want that AMEX BLACK, if a player has it and has not secured it properly. Wink, 
wink. A key piece of hero gear could work too.) Once they have anything 
worthwhile, the THUGS will try to beat a hasty retreat. This is a good opportunity 
to spend dice from the doom pool to have your THUGS escape. 
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TRANSITION: Madripoor Nights 
 Once the heroes have beaten up the thugs, or the thugs have robbed the 
heroes and split, the heroes are free to explore the city, trying to figure out the 
best way to get around, and where the auction might be, and all that. Whatever 
plan they figure out (use those SPECIALTIES!), they eventually come into sight of 
the MADRIPOOR PEARL, the most opulent hotel in the Far East. Seriously, it’s 
crazy times. If there’s going to be an illicit criminal auction featuring goods that 
could bring down major world powers, that’s where it’ll happen. 
 This is also an opportunity for players to find out more information about 
who all is attending this shindig, what kind of reception they might expect, and 
how this whole thing is going down. They basically figure out that there are about 
a dozen bidders looking to buy the tape, among them KINGPIN, MADAME 
MASQUE, CRIMSON COWL, and agents of the MAGGIA, AGENCE BYZANTINE, 
HYDRA, and A.I.M., any super-villains you would like to add, along with 
various other criminals and dictators from around the world. Oh, and everyone’s 
thugs and enforcers. If one or more heroes attempt to directly infiltrate the hotel 
and search various rooms, play out the HOTEL ROOM FUN Scene (see below). 
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TRANSITION: The Madripoor Pearl 
 The MADRIPOOR PEARL is probably the fanciest hotel in the world. Three 
thousand luxury rooms, a 2 kilometer exhibition hall, a 1.5 kilometer mall, an 
indoor amusement park, four concert venues, ten Cebulski-starred restaurants, 
oh, and the WORLD’S LARGEST CASINO. This thing is LABYRINTHINE, features 
WORLD CLASS SECURITY, and is filled with the RICHEST OF THE RICH.  
 If heroes attempt to sneak in or walk into the hotel through any public 
entrance, they don’t have much time to check out the attractions before they are 
spotted by “security.” If a hero is alone, you can spend a die from the Doom Pool 
(a D8, or a die larger than the hero’s SENSES power trait if they have one) to 
“black-bag” them and lead them upstairs. (Then proceed to the AUCTION-GOERS 
scene below.) 
 If heroes attempt to start trouble, the hotel clears out, and MADRIPOOR 
PEARL SECURITY GUARDS (and members of the MADRIPOOR CITY POLICE AND 
ARMY) are there to stop them. If heroes insist that criminal activity is going on, 
Madripoor officials remind them that they are not in America, and that any 
guests of this hotel and nation can do as they please, as long as their checks clear 
and they don’t disturb the peace. (At this point you might remind any loud-
mouthed heroes/players that this is supposed to be a COVERT OP, here.) Heroes 
are asked to discuss the matter further in private, and are led upstairs into a hotel 
room. (Proceed to the AUCTION-GOERS scene below.) If they attempt to fight, use 
the stats for the Madripoor Thugs from above, but trade their AFFILIATION to 
TEAM 5D8, and DISTINCTIONS to DISCIPLINED, DISCREET, and PAID OFF. 
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ACT TWO – THE AUCTION 
 
In the second Act, the heroes know where the tape is (basically), and they can 
figure out a way to get it back. 
 
TRANSITION: Auction-Goers 
 The heroes are finally alone in a hotel room in the Madripoor Pearl, but 
not for long. Give them a few minutes to talk amongst themselves (the SPACIOUS 
ROOM is, of course, BUGGED), and then have one of the auction-goers enter to 
interrogate/converse with them. Choose whichever Watcher character (or two) 
from the Appendix to this Event is appropriate, or choose another enemy that 
could conceivably be taking part in the auction. 
 The enemies primarily want to know why the heroes are here, what they 
intend on doing, and (if they intend on buying back the Tape), how they’re going 
to pay for it. If heroes attempt to fight, play out the next Scene. Otherwise, the 
Watcher characters leave them alone and you can move on to the following one. 

 
ACTION: Hotel Room Fun 
 Use this Action Scene if heroes attempt to sneak into a hotel room, or 
otherwise end up fighting one of the various auction-goers. (For instance, by 
causing trouble during the previous Scene.) The SPACIOUS ROOMS in this area of 
the hotel have been kept clear, so no one interrupts the fight unless considerable 
collateral damage starts to occur, or you spend doom dice to bring in back-up for 
the Watcher characters. 
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ACTION: Ninjas, I Guess? 
Once the heroes have been left alone (either by being beaten, locked in a room 
after you spend 2D12 from the doom pool, or while trying to wait for the auction 
to start), a NINJA DEATH SQUAD shows up to assassinate them. Yeah, it happens. 
 
Ninja Death Squad 
A squad of ninja assassins. 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
SOLO D8  SILENT BUT DEADLY 
BUDDY 3D6  TRAINED ASSASSINS 
TEAM 6D4   
 
Ninjitsu 
ENHANCED REFLEXES D8   GRAB D8 
   WEAPON D8 
SFX: Area Attack. Target multiple opponents. For every additional target, add a D6 and keep +1 
effect die. 
SFX: Deadly Weapons. Against a single target, add a D6 to your attack roll. Step back the highest 
die in your pool, and step up physical stress inflicted by +1. 
Limit: Inverse Ninja Law. The number and size of affiliation dice you roll is based on the 
number of Affiliation dice left in the mob. Defeat TEAM dice with D6, BUDDY dice with D8, or SOLO 
dice with D10 to reduce mob. 

 
Specialties 
ACROBATICS EXPERT D8  COMBAT EXPERT D8 
COVERT MASTER D10 
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ACTION: The Auction Begins! 
 Everyone has gathered (I guess) in a HUGE BALLROOM and the auction is 
about to begin. Each player who does not control a hero in this Scene should be 
given the Watcher datafile for one or more of the HUGE THRONG OF VILLAINS 
who have gathered here. There’s some REALLY TIGHT SECURITY. If your players 
have really screwed up and none of their heroes made it here for the start, each 
player controls his own hero (who is trying to make it to the Auction) as well as a 
Watcher character already at the Auction. 
 The auction itself runs like most other Action Scenes. Each hero or villain, 
no matter who controls him, is out to win the Tape, and will use whatever tools 
they have to do so. They can do this best by pushing other characters out of the 
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bidding through Emotional Stress and/or Complications. (You can choose 
whether or not Watcher characters deplete the Doom Pool to beef up their 
actions.) Smart players can also create Assets or team up to drive out particularly 
tough opponents. 
 The Auction ends when one person is victorious and is named the winner. 
Alternatively (and pretty likely, knowing a lot of players), heroes might bust in 
and interrupt the Auction and fight it out with everyone there. It’ll be a tough 
fight, but maybe they can succeed (or call in reinforcements through an Event 
Unlockable).  
 If the players don’t even bother with the Auction, you can still play it out 
(in an abbreviated form: enemies stop bidding when they take d10 or higher 
Stress or Complication) just to see who is going to influence the rest of the 
mission. Or just pick a winner yourself. Players who skip the Auction can proceed 
directly to the next Scene. 
 
TRANSITION: Get the Tape! 
 Now that everything else is take care of, it’s time to get the Tape! It can be 
located wherever in the hotel you would like it to be. Some possible locations 
(and their Scene Distinctions) include: 
 
• HOTEL ROOMS (RITZY FURNISHINGS) 
• BACK ROOMS (MAZE OF HALLWAYS, INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY)  
• THE CASINO (LIGHTS & SOUNDS, HEAVY SECURITY, CROWDED) 
• CONFERENCE ROOM (HEAVY SECURITY, OPEN AREA) 
 
 This is the point at which players who don’t know what is on the Tape have 
the opportunity to stop momentarily and put it in a CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 
VCR if they so choose. 
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ACTION: Escaping the Hotel 

 The heroes have the Tape in hand, but now they’ve got to get out of the 
Pearl, and out of Madripoor! Whichever enemies are still around and in good 
shape try to stop them as they make their getaway. You can use any of the 
locations from the previous scene. 
 If players are able to defeat most of the major villains (or escape with the 
Tape and get out of Madripoor), they are eventually picked up by S.H.I.E.L.D. 
and brought in for debriefing. If they can’t do that, it’s up to you as the Watcher 
to figure out what happens next. Who ends up with the Tape? What do they do 
with it? What is S.H.I.E.L.D.’s reaction? 
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TRANSITION: Debriefing 
 
After the heroes have escaped from Madripoor, successfully or not, they end up 
back in S.H.I.E.L.D. custody. (Particularly if they spend the XP and end the last 
Action Scene on their own terms.) If they have successfully retrieved the Tape, 
then they’re successful and DIRECTOR HILL is appropriately appreciative. But 
not too much. She might also reveal to those who aren’t in the know exactly what 
the Tape is and why it was so important. 
 
If they destroyed the Tape (or failed to get it), well, she’s pretty pissed. But it 
opens the opportunity to continue the Event as the heroes look for the mole 
inside S.H.I.E.L.D. or whatever foe has the Tape, hopefully before they release its 
contents to the public. 
 
Either way, the heroes have made some pretty bad enemies. Like seriously, bro. 
That’s going to probably lead to some bad things later. 
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Appendix: Watcher Datafiles 
 
 
The following Watcher characters are all part of the auction for THE TAPE. For 
certain scenes, you can choose among them. For others, specific characters are 
listed. 
 
AGENCÉ BYZANTINE AGENT [Secret] 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
SOLO D8  GLOBAL TERRORISTS 
BUDDY D4  ORGANIZED CRIME ALLIANCE 
TEAM D6   
 
WEAPON D8 
 
Specialties 
COMBAT EXPERT D8  COVERT EXPERT D8 
CRIME EXPERT D8 
 
 
CRIMSON COWL 
Justine Hammer [Secret] 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
SOLO D8  BUSINESSWOMAN 
BUDDY D6  HAMMER’S HEIRESS 
TEAM D10  MISTRESS OF EVIL 
 
Exceptional Training 
ENHANCED REFLEXES D8   ENHANCED STAMINA D8 
SFX: Tech Heiress. Add a d6 and step up your effect die when creating Business- or 
Tech-related assets. 
Limit: Exhaustion. 
 
Prehensile Cloak 
ENHANCED DURABILITY D8 ENHANCED STRENGTH D8 LEVITATION D6 
SHAPESHIFTING D8  TELEPORT D10   WEAPON D8 
SFX: Billowing Cloak. Add a d6 and step up your effect die when creating Grappled 
complications. 
SFX: Multipower. Use two or more PREHENSILE CLOAK powers in a single dice pool at -1 
step for each additional power. 
Limit: Gear. Shutdown Prehensile Cloak and step up or add d6 to the doom pool. Spend 
d6 from the doom pool to recover. 
 
Specialties 
BUSINESS EXPERT D8 COMBAT EXPERT D8 
CRIME MASTER D10 TECH EXPERT D8 
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Kingpin – CW145 
 
 
MADAME MASQUE 
Giuletta Nefaria/Whitney Frost [Secret] 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
SOLO D10  MAGGIA BOSS 
BUDDY D8  MENTAL AND PHYSICAL SCARS 
TEAM D6  LIKE FATHER, LIKE DAUGHTER 
 
Exceptional Training 
ENHANCED REFLEXES D8  ENHANCED STAMINA D8 
SFX: Focus. 
Limit: Rage.   
 
Masque Gear 
ENHANCED DURABILITY D8  WEAPON D8 
SFX: Area Attack. Target multiple opponents. For every additional target, add a d6 and 
keep +1 effect die. 
SFX: Big Guns. Step up or double Weapon die for one action. Remove the highest 
rolling die from your result and keep three dice for your total. 
Limit: Gear. 
 
Specialties 
ACROBATICS EXPERT D8  COMBAT EXPERT D8 
COVERT EXPERT D8   CRIME MASTER D10 
 
 
MAGGIA ENFORCER [Secret] 
 
Affiliations  Distinctions 
SOLO D6  LOYAL TO THE FAMILY 
BUDDY D8  RUTHLESS 
TEAM D4   
 
WEAPON D8 
 
Specialties 
COMBAT EXPERT D8   COVERT EXPERT D8 
CRIME EXPERT D8   MENACE EXPERT D8 
 
 
HYDRA TROOPER – CW29 
 
 A.I.M. TROOPER – CW26 
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The following Watcher characters can be added to this Event if you need more 
enemies or would prefer to use those not included above. 
 
BARON WOLFGANG VON STRUCKER – CW30 

 
BARON ZEMO – FS55  
 
COUNT NEFARIA – BR11 
 
DOCTOR DOOM – CW 51 
 
FLAG-SMASHER – YR33 
 
JIGSAW – BR 41 
 
MADAME HYDRA – CW 30 
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“The Tape” is a fan creation written Ryan T. Goodman based on Hawkeye #4-5 
(2012), written by Matt Fraction with art and colors by Javier Pulido and Matt 

Hollingsworth. 
 
 

All images and names of characters and locations are ™ and © Marvel and are 
used without permission. Marvel Heroic Roleplaying and the Cortex Plus 

System ™ Margaret Weis Productions, Ltd. 
 
 

This document is a fan creation and not intended to profit from or infringe upon 
the rights of Marvel or Margaret Weis Productions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


